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Abstract— A decoupling metamaterial (MTM) configuration based on fractal electromagnetic bandgap (EMBG)
structure is shown to significantly enhance isolation between transmitting and receiving antenna elements in a
closely packed patch antenna array. The MTM-EMBG structure is cross-shaped assembly with fractal slots etched
in each arm of the cross. The fractals are composed of four interconnected ‘Y-shaped’ slots that are separated with
an inverted ‘T-shaped’ slot. MTM-EMBG structure is placed between the individual patch antennas in a 2×2
antenna array. Measured results show the average inter-element isolation improvement in the complete band of
interest is 17 dB, 37 dB and 17 dB between radiation elements #1 & #2, #1 & #3, and #1 & #4, respectively. With
the proposed method there is no need for metallic via-holes. The proposed array covers the frequency range of 89.25 GHz for X-band applications, which corresponds to a fractional bandwidth of 14.5%. With the proposed
method the edge-to-edge gap between the antenna can be reduced to 0.5λ 0 with no degradation in the antenna’s
radiation patterns. The gain of the antenna array varies between 4 dBi and 7 dBi. The proposed method is
applicable for implementation of closely packed patch antenna arrays, e.g. multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems, and synthetic aperture radars (SAR).
Index Terms—Fractal, mutual coupling, isolation enhancement, planar antennas, electromagnetic bandgap
(EMBG), metamaterial (MTM), multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
I.

INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic interference between antenna elements is
a major issue in multi-antenna systems. This is because
mutual coupling resulting from surface currents over the
antenna can seriously degrade its performance in terms of
radiation gain, operating bandwidth, and radiation pattern
[1]. In multi-antenna systems such as synthetic aperture
radar (SAR), and multiple-input-multiple-output systems
(MIMO), where multiple antennas are arranged in closeproximity causes strong mutual coupling to be generated
between the antennas. The consequence of this is severe
degradation in the overall antenna’s radiation efficiency
which has a negative impact on channel capacity [2]. It is
therefore crucial to find an effective solution that
mitigates/suppresses mutual coupling in antenna arrays.
Various methods have been explored to date in the
suppression of mutual coupling effects between adjacent
antennas, e.g. (i) defected ground structures (DGS) [3]–[6];
(ii) neutralization-line [4], [7]; and (iii) slot combined
complementary split-ring resonator. However, these

techniques degrade the radiation patterns of the antenna
[8]–[10]. Other mutual coupling suppression techniques
reported are based on slotted and meander line resonators
but these techniques are applicable over a narrow
frequency range and effect the antenna’s radiation patterns
[11]–[13].
It has been demonstrated that electromagnetic
bandgaps (EMBGs) structures prevent propagation of
surface-waves. This property has been exploited to reduce
mutual coupling in the antenna arrays [14]–[19]. It is
shown in [14] an EMBG structure when located on top of
a radiating layer can enhance the isolation by 10 dB.
Although application of EMBG configurations in antenna
arrays have been shown to improve isolation between
radiating elements however as these configurations are
multi-periodic that require a relatively large surface area,
which is not conducive in the implementation of compact
antenna arrays.
This paper provides a solution to the oversize issue
encountered with antenna arrays employing conventional
EMBG techniques to suppress mutual coupling between

neighbouring antennas. This is achieved with fractal-based
metamaterial EMBG structures. The proposed MTMEMBG structure is cross-shaped microstrip line with
fractal slots etched in each arm of the cross. The fractal
configuration is composed of four interconnected ‘Yshaped’ slot that are separated by inverted ‘T-shape’ slots.
The MTM-EMBG structure is placed between the
individual patch antennas in a 2×2 antenna array. With the
proposed method the edge-to-edge gap between the
antennas can be significantly reduced to 0.5λ0 with no
degradation in the antenna’s characteristics. EMBG
approaches presented in [14]–[18] and [20] have edge-toedge gap in the range of 0.5λ0 to 0.75λ0. The fractal is
inspired the work in [21] which is based on the 3rd iteration
of Moore’s curve as a variant of Hilbert curve [22]. The
proposed methodology is verified with measured results.
When the antenna array is combined with the fractal
decoupling structure, the measured results show that the
average isolation is better than -30 dB for S12, -41 dB for
S13, and -28 dB for S14 across the antenna array’s operating
bandwidth of 1.25 GHz from 8 to 9.25 GHz, which is twofold greater than reported in literature. In the above
citations the antenna arrays are 1×2 configurations whereas
here we are using 2×2 configuration. The size of the
proposed antenna array is 2.4λ0 × 3.2λ0 with edge-to-edge
gap between the radiating elements of 0.5λ0 centred at 8
GHz.
II.

metallic patch in the middle of the array connecting the
fractal structures results in unacceptable suppression
in mutual coupling between the antennas #1 and #4, and
between #2 and #3. This indicates the interaction
between the fractal structures in the proposed
technique is necessary. Also, parameters a and g had a
great influence on the mutual coupling. Maximum
suppression was obtained when both these parameters had
dimensions of 1 mm. The fractal isolator was inserted
between the four patches as shown in Fig. 1(c).

Simulated layout

FRACTAL MTM-EMBG DECOUPLING
FRAME

Configuration of the reference antenna array, shown in
Fig. 1(a), comprises four square patches. Each patch is
excited individually through a 50-Ω waveguide port. The
antenna was fabricated on FR-4 lossy substrate with
thickness of 1.6 mm, dielectric constant 𝜀r of 4.3, and losstangent of 0.025. The measured bandwidth of the reference
antenna array, shown in Fig. 2, is 1.25 GHz from 8 to 9.25
GHz. The average mutual coupling measured between each
radiation patch in this reference antenna array is -17.5 dB,
-18.5 dB, and -17 dB between radiation elements #1 & #2,
#1 & #3, & #1 & #4, respectively.
To improve mutual coupling suppression between
radiation elements a fractal isolator, shown in Fig. 1(b), is
inserted between the patches. The fractal isolator proposed
here is based on MTM-EMBG structure which is etched on
each arm of a cross-shaped microstrip configuration. The
fractal slots are constituted from four interconnected ‘Yshaped’ slots that are separated with an inverted ‘T-shaped’
slot. This slot configuration was determined through
investigation of numerous fractal curves. This fractal
configuration was chosen as it had minimal effect on the
antenna’s bandwidth and radiation characteristics. The
fractal slots behave as electromagnetic band-gap (EBG)
structure that prevent propagation of certain
frequency bands. Detailed explanation and analysis is
given in [23],[24]. At the cutoff of the stopband, the
structure works almost at its fundamental resonant
frequency. It is shown here the surface current
distribution density over the proposed array structure
decreases dramatically with the inclusion of fractal
slots. The simulation analysis reveals that with no

Fabricated prototype

Ground plane
(a)

(b) Simulated layout

Fabricated prototype

Ground plane
(c)
Fig.1. Layout of the antenna array, a) reference antenna array with no
fractal isolator loading, b) crossed-shaped fractal decoupling structure,
and c) antenna with fractal isolator loading.

The separation between adjacent patches is 0.5λ0,
where λ0 is free-space wavelength at 8 GHz. Optimised
parameters of the antenna array and fractal isolator are: L
= 23 mm, W = 23 mm, a = 1 mm, b = 2 mm, c = 3 mm, d
= 20 mm, e = 2 mm, f = 4 mm, and g = 1mm. The
simulated S-parameter response (Transmission and
reflection coefficients) of the proposed antenna array
without and with fractal MTM-EMBG isolator loading
is shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that with fractal loading
the isolation improvement increases from about 5 dB at
8 GHz to 18.5 dB at 9.2 GHz between antenna ports #1
and #2. However, between ports #1 and #3 the isolation
degrades by about 2 dB compared with no fractal
loading between 8 GHz to 8.4 GHz, but it increases
between beyond 8.4 GHz up to 9.2 GHz with peak
isolation improvement of about 30 dB at around 9 GHz.
In the case of ports #1 and #4, isolation improvement
declines from 12 dB to 8 dB from 8 GHz to about 8.9
GHz but then abruptly increases with increase in
frequency with a peak improvement by about 40 dB.
The disparity in mutual coupling between the antennas
results from one pair used in transmit mode and the
other as receive mode.

defined for |S11|≤-10 dB is the same for both cases of with
and without MTM-EMBG. The average measured mutual
coupling between each radiation patch with the fractal
isolator are; -30 dB, -41 dB, and -28 dB between elements
#1 & #2, #1 & #3, and #1 & #4 respectively. Compared
with no fractal loading there is substantial improvement in
mutual coupling suppression of 12.5 dB, 22.5 dB, and 11
dB between elements #1 & #2, #1 & #3, and #1 & #4
respectively. These results are given in Table I.

(a) Reflection & transmission coefficients between Antennas #1 and #2

(b) Reflection & transmission coefficients between Antennas #1 and #3

(c) Reflection & transmission coefficients between Antennas #1 and #4
Fig. 2. Simulated reflection & transmission coefficients of the equivalent
model for the proposed fractal structure.

Fig. 3 shows the measured results of the antenna
array with the proposed technique. The antenna array
with the fractal MTM-EMBG isolator has a measured
bandwidth of 1.25 GHz from 8 GHz to 9.25 GHz. These
results show that improvement in isolation is at the expense
of reflection coefficient, however the bandwidth which is

Fig. 3. Measured S-parameters with and without the fractal MTM-EMBG
decoupling structure. S12=S34, S13=S24, and S14=S23 as the antenna
array is symmetrical configuration.

The equivalent electrical circuit model of the antenna
array loaded with the fractal isolator is shown in Fig. 4,
where the patch radiator is represented with a resonant
circuit comprising inductance LP, capacitance CP, and
resistance RP. Equivalent circuit of the fractal MTMEMBG isolator is represented by inductance LF and the
capacitance CF, whose magnitude depend on the gap
between the radiators. Metallic patch in the middle of the

array connecting four fractal sections is modelled by
inductance LC. Coupling between patch and fractal
isolator is through capacitance CC which is more dominant
because the fractal isolator is coupled to the patch via nonradiating edge of the patch antenna. Ohmic and dielectric
loss associated with the fractal isolator are modelled by
resistance RF. The resonance frequency (fr) of the
decoupling structure is dependent on the magnitude of
inductance (LF) and capacitance (CF) given by:
𝑓𝑟 =

1
2𝜋√𝐿𝐹 𝐶𝐹

equivalent circuit model was used to determine the
effectiveness of the fractal load on the antenna array’s
return-loss and isolation performance. Input impedance
and admittance of the proposed antenna arrays computed
using full-wave EM simulation tool are shown in Figs. 5.
Due to the symmetrical configuration of the antenna array
and accurate estimation of the RLC parameters the circuit
model and CST results are perfectly mapped on each other
for both of input impedance and admittance.
TABLE I. ANTENNA ARRAY’S S-PARAMETER PERFORMANCE

(1)

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit diagram of the proposed antenna array.

Optimised values of the equivalent circuit model
were extracted using optimization tool in full-wave EM
simulation by CST over 8 GHz to 9.2 GHz. These values
of these parameters are given in Table II. The simplified

|S11|≤-10

8.0 - 9.25 GHz
(BW = 1.25 GHz, FBW = 14.5%)

S12 = S34
with isolator

Max.: -38 dB @ 9.25 GHz,
Min.: -22 dB @ 8.15 GHz, Ave.: -30 dB

S12 = S34
without isolator

Max.: -21dB @ 8.0 GHz
Min.: -15 dB @ 9.25 GHz, Ave.: -17.5 dB

Isolation improvement

Max.: 17 dB, Min.: 7 dB, Ave.: 12.5 dB

S13 = S24
with isolator

Max.: -57 dB @ 8.27 GHz
Min.: -25 dB @ 8.7 GHz, Ave.: -41 dB

S13 = S24
without isolator

Max.: -20 dB @ 9.25 GHz
Min.: -17 dB @ 8.2 GHz, Ave.: -18.5 dB

Isolation improvement

Max.: 37 dB, Min.: 8 dB, Ave.: 22.5 dB

S14 = S23
with isolator

Max.: -37 dB @ 8.85 GHz
Min.: -18 dB @ 8.38 GHz, Ave.: -28 dB

S14 = S23
without isolator

Max.: -20 dB @ 8.3 GHz
Min.: -15 dB @ 8.86 GHz, Ave.: -17 dB

Isolation improvement

Max.: 17 dB, Min.: 3 dB, Ave.: 11 dB

TABLE II. OPTIMIZED VALUES OF THE EQUIVALENT MODEL REPRESENTING THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE
RP

CP

LP

CF

LF

RF

CC

LC

R1

R

L

C

50 Ω

1.5 pF

9.02 nH

9.7 pF

1.8 nH

75.5 Ω

12.2 pF

1.0 nH

82.5 Ω

~50 Ω

7.5 nH

1.35 pF

Surface current distribution without and with the fractal
isolator, which is shown in Fig. 7, provide further insight
on the antenna array. It is evident the cross-shaped fractal
decoupling structure significantly interacts with the
surface currents to block them from affecting adjacent
radiation elements in the antenna array. Destructive effects
of surface currents in the antenna are significantly
suppressed from effecting the far-field of the antenna array.

Fig. 4. Input impedances (Ω)) of the proposed antenna arrays.
Port #3

Port #4
(a) No fractal loading

Port #1

Port #2

Port #3

Port #4
(b) Fractal loading

Fig. 6. Surface current density distributions over the antenna array
at 8.27 GHz.

@ 8.27 GHz
Fig. 5. Input admittances (1/Ω) of the proposed antenna arrays.

Radiation performance of the antenna array was
measured in a spherical chamber. Fig. 7 shows the
measured radiation patterns of the four patch antennas in
the array with and without fractal decoupling structure.
Compared to the reference antenna array, the radiation
characteristics of the array with the cross-shaped fractal
MTM-EMBG structure is a crude approximation.

@ 8.85 GHz

@ 9.25 GHz

Port #1

Port #2

Fig. 7. Measured radiation patterns, left and right columns represent
H- and E-planes, respectively.

III.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER ANTENNAS

The proposed antenna array is compared with the
several recent works in Table III. In the literature, all the
antenna designs are constructed using two radiation
elements. However, in our present work, we have increased
the array elements to four to give a more accurate
representation. In addition, all the references cited in Table
III have used the defected ground structure (DGS)
technique to enhance isolation between the two radiating
elements. Whereas the proposed antenna array has a
truncated ground-plane to improve the impedance

bandwidth of the antenna array. It is also evident from the
table that antenna arrays with smaller edge-to-edge gap
operate over a narrow bandwidth and their radiation
patterns are degraded, whereas the proposed antenna
array operates a wider bandwidth and its radiation
patterns are unaffected. The proposed method described
here offers an optimum isolation between adjacent
antennas of 37 dB, which is significantly better than
isolation in other references except for [5]. However, in [5]
the antenna use short-circuit vias, which is not used in our
case. The proposed technique is simple to implement in
practice.

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA ARRAY WITH RECENT WORKS (FBW is fractional bandwidth)
Ref.

Method

[5]
[6]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
This
work

Slot in Ground plane
DGS
SCSRR
SCSSRR
Compact EBG
U-Shaped Resonator
Meander Line Resonator
UC-EBG
EBG
EBG
EBG
EBG
EBG&DGS
Fractal load with DGS
EBG
Slotted Meander-Line Resonator
I-Shaped Resonator
W/g MTM
W/g MTM
Fractal MTM-EMBG

Max. isolation
improvement
40 dB
17.4dB
10 dB
14.6 dB
17 dB
10 dB
10 dB
14 dB
10 dB
8.8 dB
5 dB
13 dB
16 dB
16 dB
4 dB
16 dB
30dB
20 dB
18 dB
17 dB for S12
37 dB for S13
17 dB for S14

IV. CONCLUSIONS
An innovative decoupling structure based on fractal
MTM-EMBG has been presented to significantly improve
isolation in antenna arrays. The proposed fractal isolator
has negligible effect on the antenna array’s frequency
bandwidth and radiation characteristics. In addition, the
proposed technique is simple to implement and does not
require short-circuit vias. The average isolation in the
complete band of interest is better than 17 dB. With the
proposed technique the edge-to-edge spacing between
antennas can be reduced to 0.5λ0, which facilitates compact
designs. The proposed decoupling structures can be applied
to realise closely packed patch antenna arrays for multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) systems and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR).
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